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“Is there a music of the passing lorry?” wondered John Cage1. The question is not as naïve as it
may sound because noises have only recently started to appear in music. Even today, the fact that a
30-ton truck might bring a musical emotion comparable to that of a violin constitutes an aesthetic
upheaval that is still shaking music to the core.
The introduction of noises in music has had a slow-earthquake-like effect throughout the twentieth
century, one that was triggered by the Art of Noise manifesto by Futurist composer Russolo and
pushed along by the electronic and concrete inventions, until it shook us into questioning our
musical doctrine. Through these experiences, the simplistic classification of musical knowledge, in
the tonal system and the instrumental prerequisite, has opened up to an infinitely vaster world with
the arrival of a new fact: sound. With the exploration of the phenomenon of sound, which many
have embarked upon, traditional notation no longer suffices while the way in which we listen to
music has also changed. Passive up and until then, only able to learn and to recognize, our ear was
forced into activity, so that it could discover and even invent music in the noises.
Unlike the expression “point of view”, there is no “point of hearing” to evoke the multitude of
technical or aesthetical elements on which modern and contemporary audio experiences are
developed. If there was, however, it would point to a form of music that is no longer a labelled
reward of a musician’s toil but one that could already be conceivable in the musical becoming of
sounds. A music that would be the realization of our quest for musicality and not the - preferably
brilliant - application of formulas we have learned.
Phonography
On the other hand, the musical lexicon has recently been enriched with the term “phonography”,
which has its roots in a well over one-century-old invention by Thomas Edison, the phonograph,
one of the first devices capable of “writing sounds” and reproducing them2. Thus, and in contrast to
photography (“the writing of light”), which name soon came to stand for both the technical process
and the artistic discipline, we had to wait for more than one-hundred years before the early technical
vocabulary of sound reproduction gained a term with an aesthetical sense. In the midst of the issues
of a music of the soundscapes that has not yet managed to rid itself of its geographical attributes (as
terms such as “acoustic ecology” or “field recording” prevail3”), it also belongs to the order of
musical knowledge, but this time the matter of knowing how is about listening rather than doing.
Mainly in North America, the term phonography is put forward to define a discipline and a “musical
scene” in its own right. Its definition also signs a manifesto: “phonography (literally “soundwriting’) refers to field-recording. This entails the capture of any event that can be reproduced and
represented as sound. Auditory events are selected, framed by duration and method of capture, and
presented in a particular format and context, all of which distinguishes a recording from the original
event during which it was captured. In this respect, phonography is analogous to any other form of
recording. It is distinct from recording in general only to the extent that the capture of sound is
privileged over its production. This bias reflects an attempt to discover rather than invent.4”
What nowadays emerges under the names of phonography or field recording simultaneously
embraces and distinguishes itself from the very musical issue. At the same time, phonography is
developing via a practice borrowed from ornithological science, from cinematography or a
photographic gesture, and emerges, as a cultural artefact, in the spheres of musical productions and
sound projection. But above all, it retains a clear though imprecise relationship with Musique
Concrète 5.

Even though the attempts at phonography that emerged over the past fifteen years ensued from less
well defined and challenged underpinnings than Musique Concrète when it got its name, one can
similarly understand it as the beginning of an uncertain path towards “music itself” as Pierre
Schæffer had intended it to be6. Without trying to pinpoint the exact level at which Musique
Concrète, by Schæffer’s own admission, failed on that path, the time lapsed in the meantime seems
to have made it impossible to pursue this quest based on established disciplines (such as music and
science in the case of Musique Concrète). Likewise, an interdisciplinary approach, which Schæffer
saw as the driving force behind the revival of music, also seems prohibitive. So, phonography is
discreetly getting its breath back from a certain Musique Concrète to whisper that it is not about
making music with railway engines and bird twitter, so as to distract ourselves from all too familiar
instrumental tones, but that there is music, pure music, to be found among railway engines and
birds.
Without the pillars of interdisciplinary research, without being able to carry the clear affirmation of
a transformation of the ear in the neutrality of musical and non-musical sounds, phonography is
easing its way along the path Musique Concrète opened up and, instead of revealing the password
to the ideal of an aesthetic revolution, only reveals its confusion. The never-ending confusion of an
utterly musical emotion which cannot find its own place between the established musical frontiers
but which remains beyond and outside.
This idea of the outside is conjured up by Chris Watson when he presents the sounds of animals he
recorded during the 80's and 90's: “They are real, whether we can hear them or not, they are
amplified details of signals that lie outside our reach, outside the circle of fire.7». What sets Outside
the circle of fire apart from zoological research is Watson’s confusion and aesthetic emotion, the
way he is affected by the sounds he captures. Here, just like in La Selva8 by Fransisco Lopez, the
zoological and technical information only highlights this confusion and does not teach us anything
about the true sources of the sounds, but it materializes the childlike wonderment at the possibility
of transmitting the secret of a music, not by resorting to some abstract solfeggio formulas but by
depicting nine vultures feeding on the carcass of a zebra.
The camera lucida of music
It is within this eternal emotion, which is musical outside of music, that phonography aptly finds the
soundness of a wording that conjures up photography and opens the door to its camera lucida. Like
Roland Barthes’ analysis of photography, the musical emotion in phonography happens with a
punctum, with the detail that “pierces” me and affects my perception, that troubles what I know9. A
peripheral detail in a photograph by Kértesz gets Barthes to look at the image, which he sets out to
retrace, in a different light; an elusive moment when listening to a piece by Jean-François
Laporte10, as the successive metallic echoes make my perception of the noise from a compressor
tilt towards musical emotion.
With phonography, we are dealing with a music that is not a priori definable, pre-defined, but only
possible, through the perception of an indeterminate environment, and punctual, in its advent, when
it is really as one with the emotion it stirs up. Here, music can no longer be confused with the
farandole of its products, the list of its knowledge and the wealth of its expressions: medium and
language, instruments making and technology, concert and home listening are set back within the
circle of their musical becomings, and maybe for the same reasons as reality itself, where
compressors begin to sing to the attentive ear.
And when such an audio production becomes music, it is to affect music and the musician’s play
itself, as much as for Gilles Deleuze and François Zourabichvili, the thinker needs “something that
forces him to think, that rattles him and drives him towards research; instead of a natural
disposition, a fortuitous, contingent incitement which ensues from a meeting. (...) the irruption of a

sign that jeopardizes coherence or the relative thought horizon he found himself in up and until
now.11».
For Deleuze, creating, “the genesis of the act of thinking within thought itself”, implies the irruption
of a sign that violates thought, “that rouses it from its natural astonishment12». And we can accredit
the phonographer and the Deleuzian thinker with this singular ability to exercise their power of
being affected, which does not necessarily mean passivity as Deleuze specifies, “but affectivity,
sensitivity, feeling13”.
So, an encounter with a phonograhic work, is, when it happens, also the moment at which we meet
music itself, when our relative horizon expands with the infinite possibilities of listening and, as it
would be within easy reach, with the elusive strangeness of sounds.
In the meantime, the nature of the relationship with the composition has changed, and so has the
position of the composer, who fades away behind a gesture of incitement to search for the
musicality of the sounds of the world. The author of phonography alternately assumes the roles,
which are never clearly defined, of a smuggler, an explorer or a noise technician, perhaps by
welcoming the delicate paradox Cage revealed towards the end of his life with the same kindness :
“I've never heard any sound without loving it : the only problem with sounds is music14”.
___________________
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